
Get Started

Success and failure are not events,
they’re a process.

Defining DeFi Excellence

We recognize that the CRCI's
methodology, focusing exclusively on
publicly accessible content, is not an
assessment of success or failure.

However, we view this as a starting
point for developing a culture of
accountability and improvement in an
industry that has yet to define its
standards.

The CRCI fills a vital gap in our
ecosystem where bad actors and ill-
prepared projects currently enjoy equal
status and opportunity as our
industries most important innovators. 

We feel the willingness to embrace
accountability distinguishes true
excellence from those that forego such
responsibility.

crci.review

CRCI Score Consultation: Direct expert overview of the CRCI
Review Score.

Actionable Feedback: Specific recommendations for
strategic improvements to publicly available content to
improve their CRCI Score.

Priority CRCI Score Updates: Reactive CRCI Review updates
to coincide with project launches, improvements or other
publicly verifiable milestones.

Brand Asset Licensing: Permission to use CRCI brand assets
in marketing efforts.

CRCI Improvement Program: Feedback channel to offer
improvements to the CRCI platform.

CRCI Score Summaries: Project page gives full CRCI Score
summary.

Demerit Arbitration: Consultation and potential resolution
arbitrage on demerit instances that offers transparency and
clear paths to resolutions.*

CRCI Pledge of Excellence Members

Profile Updates: Project can update their CRCI profile with
their official channels and resources.

Tokenomic Summaries: Projects can clarify their tokenomic
distribution and vesting strategies.

Non Members

The CRCI Pledge of Excellence program is a commitment to
continuously advocate for the consumer. This works best when
you get authentic reviews that offer critical reflection that are
designed to refine, not punish. DeFi leaders can further
demonstrate their commitment to their users and investors can
identify projects that align with their priorities.

What is the CRCI Pledge of Excellence?

Fostering a new layer of transparency, user protection, and
accountability, establishing new standards of operational
integrity and trust in the DeFi ecosystem.

CRCI Pledge Of Excellence

With our external expert evaluations, we offer an exclusive
opportunity for you to demonstrate operational accountability
that self-assessment alone cannot achieve.

Sign up a crci.review/get-started

*Demerit Arbitration scope and feature implementation TBD. Subject to change.
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Get Started

crci.review

Our reviews provide the road map to achieving the best ratings
in the industry. Connect with us today to learn how.

We Support DeFi Innovators

CRCI Score Breakdown

You get actionable
feedback on what you
can do to produce the
content that gives you
the highest ratings and

CRCI Score.

Sign up a crci.review/get-started


